Abstract. Aiming at the dynamic scheduling problem of virtual cellular generated by the random arrival of new tasks, combined with the rolling window technology, the decision-making judgment based on the order completion trigger and the machine idle state trigger is put forward. At the same time, the dynamic random scheduling period is divided into continuous interval of static scheduling. And a non-linear multi-objective 0-1 integer programming model is proposed, which is based on the maximum completion time, the weighted total delay and the initial scheduling degree of deviation as the targets. The multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to solve the model. Finally, taking the shipbuilding as an example, the feasibility and effectiveness of the rescheduling model are verified.
Introduction
The virtual cellular mainly classifies the workpiece into the product family according to the proces similarity and distributes resources similarity of the production logically to the corresponding family of products. When the processing task is finished, the equipment in the virtual cellular is automatically released for other virtual cellular to use, with the advantage of improving the flexibility and agility [1] . The random arrival of the new tasks is one of the most common perturbation factors in the actual production process. As a result of the random arrival of the new task, the virtual cellular need to carry on the dynamic rescheduling.
From the existing results, the research on the problem of rescheduling at home and abroad mainly focuses on the optimization of the rescheduling method and the evaluation of the performance of the rescheduling [2] [3] . The study of rescheduling can be divided into three types: cycle-driven, event-driven and mixed-driven scheduling. Adibi [4] study the dynamic scheduling problem of Job Shop manufacturing system and select the arrival of new workpiece and machine failure as a decision point of rescheduling. Zhang Jie [5] designed the rolling scheduling strategy based on the tolerance of the delivery time deviation for the dynamic scheduling of the mixed flow shop. Yin [6] studied dynamic scheduling under disruption of machines and constructed a multi-objects model which considers both the balance of system and the minimum of makespan. Qiao [7] considered the uncertain of semiconductor productive lines, established a model of re-scheduling fuzzy PETRI network. Liu Ming Zhou [8] constructed the rescheduling profit and loss function of the manufacturing shop, and suggested whether the rescheduling was needed, from the view of the cost of rescheduling execution.
In order to balance the stability and agility of virtual cellular manufacturing system better, this paper proposed a new type of redistribution driving decision, which aims at dynamic reconfiguration problem of the virtual cellular based on the random arrival of new tasks. Combined with the rolling window rescheduling technique, this paper proposed a nonlinear multi-objective 0-1 integer programming model, which considered the maximum completion time, the weighted total delay and the initial scheduling deviation. Meanwhile, an optimized multi-objective genetic algorithm is designed.
Rescheduling Driven Decision

Rolling Window Technology.
The main idea of the rolling window technology for dynamic scheduling is to roll for optimization. When the new orders arrive, the actual scheduling and pre-scheduling program will produce bias, and the completed workpiece from the window need to be moved. The part of the workpiece (including the new tasks) will be selected to join the rolling window until all orders have been completed. In order to handle the new tasks well, the rolling window based on the process is adopted.
The Rescheduling Driven Decision of New Tasks.
The new task belongs to the emergency task and the delivery time is short, if the rescheduling is not carried out, which will cause great loss to the company. At the same time, the machine load of the virtual cellular production system is not balanced, and the average load is low. Therefore, this paper presents a new type of driven method in the mode of hybrid driven. The trigger of the rescheduling is the completion time and the idle state of machine.
2.2.1Trigger of task Completion time
The buffer time can be expressed as:
Where the T indicates that the time can be buffered, j d represents the delivery time of the workpiece, t represents the current dispatching time, i N represents the number of workpieces, ji T represents the processing time for the step j of the workpiece i , i J represents the number of steps for the workpiece i , the threshold is set to be greater than 0.
Trigger of machine idle warning
Expected using rate of machine can be expressed as:
Where m U represents the average utilization rate of the machine. M represents the total number of machines, t represents the current dispatching time, m T represents the processing time of the machine in the pre-scheduling scheme. max m T represents the maximum processing time in all machines in the pre-scheduling program. When the threshold m U is exceeded, the restart is initiated. In this paper, threshold m U is setted to be more than 0.3.
Rescheduling Model
The Description of the Problem and Assumptions.
In the hybrid driven mechanism, any trigger triggered must be rescheduled. Therefore, the delivery time and the maximum completion time should be considered. At the same time, scheduling stability is also an important index needrd to be considered [9] [10] [11] . In order to make the research more feasible, this study is based on the following assumptions:
(1)The same work piece can only be processed by one machine at the same time; (2) Any process will not be interrupted once the equipment is started; (3) The state of each device in the current rescheduling time is determined by the actual scheduling scheme of the previous scheduling interval; (4) The new tasks can be scheduled in the next scheduling interval in the scheduling interval; (5) Adjustment time of the equipment is included in the processing time.
Define variables in optimization model as follows This paper builds a dynamic virtual cellular nonlinear integer scheduling model considering the minimum makespan and total weighted tardiness, as follows:
  
In the model, formula (3) stands for the makespan of workpiece; formula(4)stands for weighing the total tardiness of every workpiece,where i  stands for tardiness penalty coefficient of task i ; j P in formula(5)stands for penalty factor arising from change of start machining time of procedure j , m P is the machine penalty factor arising from procedure change in initial scheduling. For simplification purpose, take its value as 1 in below examples, which stands for the indicator of initial scheduling deviation in the system; constraint (6) stands for start time of workpiece in any procedure which if nonegative; constraint (7) stands for any procedure j of the same workpiece can only start machining after procedure -1 j which is completed; i  in constraint (8) k rescheduling interval on equipment m in procedure j under rout .There are two cases depending on whether it is the first procedure of the workpiece or not. The beginning time of k rescheduling interval depends on the larger between rescheduling time k T and machining termination time of machining equipment if it is. If not, the beginning time of k rescheduling interval depends on the larger between terminal time of the last procedure and machining termination time of machining equipment needed by the procedure of the workpiece; constraint (9) stands for terminal time of any procedure being the sum of the start time and machining time; constraint (10) stands for that workpiece machining in any rescheduling interval needs to meet the constraint of equipment capacity; constrain (11) stands for the weight of each workpiece tardiness weighing is no less than 0 and no more than 1; constraint (12) stands for the sum of each weight is 1; constraint (13) is that of the length of scheduling interval, the P in the formula stands for total time phase of scheduling interval division.
Algorithm design
With the number of tasks, devices, virtual cellulars and planning periods, the solving process will be very complicated. Therefore, the multi-objective optimization algorithm based on genetic algorithm is used to solve the model.
Encoding and Decoding
Take five types of machine as an example to illustrate.In Fig.1 , the integers 1, 2, 3 in the task row represent the unique number of the workpiece. The position in the code in the selection line of equipment indicates the type of machine which is to be processed for the corresponding process. The first one of the rows indicates that the first step of the workpiece 1 is processed on the machine 3. The first step in the row 1 of the workpiece 1 is processed in virtual cellular 2.
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Operations of Cross and Mutation
In order to enable the updated population to satisfy the model, a cross-operation based on process coding (POX) is adopted. First, select two chromosomes that need to be crossed. Second, the number of genes in the second chromosome is recorded and inserted into the corresponding position of the first chromosome. Finally, the remaining genes in the first chromosome are sequentially placed into the remaining gene positions. Thus, the cross operation is implemented, and the graph is a POX cross raised in the encoding. In order to maintain the diversity of groups, using the insertion mutation, that is, randomly selected a gene or gene fragment, inserted into a different random location.
Case Analysis
Take X shipbuilding's actual machining workshop production tasks for example. The scheduling cycle is 100 hours. Table 1shows the relevant information of equipment. Table 2 shows the process information of the original processing task. Table 3 shows the processing information of new tasks, and the initial schedule Gantt chart is shown in fig.2 . Fig.3The rescheduling Gantt chart considering new orders arriving By adopting the proposed hybrid driven under the two trigger for scheduling decision making, the final completion time was 132.6 hours, a total of rescheduling twice. And under the hybrid driven, we should use the same method of multi-objective genetic algorithm to reschedule for 3 times and the final completion time was 132.8 hours.
Conclusion
In this paper, the dynamic scheduling interval is divided into several static by combining rolling window technology. Multiple targets rescheduling of model is proposed to optimize scheduling of each interval. By analyzing the above example, it shows that the decision making method proposed in this paper can effectively reduce the number of unnecessary rescheduling on the basis of not increasing makespan, so as to lowering computing cost and resetting cost due to rescheduling, increase system stability. At the same time, it also improves quality of rescheduling and increases the average utilization of machine.
